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TECHNIQUES

BENEFITS
Present your work and learn about others’ work
l

People learn about current work by attending conferences

			
l
l

n 
Too

many papers are published for people to keep up with the literature

Presenting your work increases its visibility and accessibility
Make a good impression

			

n 
Practice,

practice, practice: attendees go to many talks and are likely
to remember only those that were delivered well with a clear message

Meet representatives from funding agencies
l

l

l

	You will feel more comfortable calling heads of study sections or program
directors to discuss a grant submission if you have already met them

	People who know you are more likely to invite you to serve on 			
a review panel
You can indicate your willingness to serve on a review panel

“Know and be known”
l	Being known by your peers and senior investigators will help you establish
the impact of your work
l

l

l

l

	Knowing colleagues at other institutions helps you be part
of a community

	Meeting colleagues gives you information about them – and gives them
information about you – that written work alone does not provide

	Colleagues might invite you to visit their institution to give a talk or agree
to visit your institution

	Colleagues may have techniques you want to learn, data you want to
analyze, useful advice, or information you need

Colleagues you meet might be appropriate to suggest as outside reviewers when
you are a candidate for tenure, promotion, or another job
Informal screenings of job candidates often occur at conferences
Conferences are especially important for women and people of color
l	Both groups are likely to have lower visibility, less access to informal
advice, and fewer colleagues who will take an interest in their advancement;
meeting people at conferences improves all three

Choose a few people whose work interests you; read their papers and check out
their web pages before the conference
l Email people you want to meet to set up a time for discussion; many people
keep breakfast and lunch open for meeting new colleagues
l

	Attending people’s talks is a great way to break the ice and establish
common ground when you approach them personally

			

n 
Seek

people out, introduce yourself, and ask questions about their work

n 
Follow

up with people you have met or heard give a presentation

Put your best foot forward – prepare a brief description of your
work ahead of time
l 
Aim for a crisp, intelligent explanation of the problem you’re working on
and why it’s important
Use your current contacts to make new contacts
l

l

 ttend with an advisor, mentor, or senior colleague; they can introduce
A
you to their colleagues
Having a pal is helpful, but be sure not to spend all of your time with

people you already know

Pay close attention to the papers you attend and ask questions
l

Write down your question to ensure a crisp and cogent delivery

l

Use a friendly tone that demonstrates your interest in the material

l

 on’t apologize for your question, label it as stupid, or ask permission
D
to ask the question; just ask it

If you have difficulty approaching more senior people in your field, remember:
l they were probably once in your shoes
l
l

l

they are often flattered by being approached as experts
they are happy to talk with someone who is well informed
about their work
presenters expect to be approached for questions and discussion

Do not take lack of interest or rejection personally
l Some people may not reciprocate your attempts to establish a connection; make
the effort but don’t be discouraged if it doesn’t work

